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White-Light emissions are well 
correlated with hard X-ray and 

radio emissions (Location & Profile) 
→ Non-thermal electrons 

White-light flare	 Hudson et al. 2006	
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Figure 2. Imaging results in G band, UV, and 25–100 keV hard X-rays. (a) G-band image during hard X-ray peak (18:43:38.5 UT). (b) Same image with the pre-flare
image taken at 18:39:39 UT subtracted. The dark yellow contours show the same image convolved with the RHESSI PSF (3.′′0 FWHM). (c) TRACE 1600 Å image
taken at 18:43:39 UT. ((d)–(f)) RHESSI CLEAN contours (3.′′0 FWHM resolution) in the energy range 25–100 keV at 4, 8, and 16 s time integration, respectively. The
shown image is the same G-band image as shown in panel (b). All contour plots (Figures 2 and 3) use the same contours levels (15%, 30%, 45%, 60%, 75%, 90% of
the peak flux).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 3. Details of the southern footpoint. Left: the image shows the background-subtracted G-band emission with 25–100 keV hard X-ray contours from the 8 s
integrated data plotted in yellow (same contours as in Figure 2). The thin white contours are the G-band emission (same contours as used for the hard X-ray data).
(center) The same G-band image is shown with TRACE 1600 Å contours using again the same contour levels. Right: spatial profiles perpendicular to the ribbon of
the brightest footpoint (the white dashed arrow in the figure to the left gives the direction of the shown profiles). The black curves show the G-band profile (solid,
∼1.′′8 FWHM), the G-band PSF (dotted, ∼0.′′18 FWHM from Wedemeyer-Böhm 2008), and the G-band profile convolved with the RHESSI PSF (dash-dotted, ∼3.′′8
FWHM). The observed hard X-ray profile is given in red (∼3.′′0 FWHM) and the RHESSI PSF is the blue dashed curve (3.′′0 FWHM). Since the absolute pointing of the
G-band image is not well known, the relative position of the shown G band and hard X-ray profiles are not known accurately enough for a sub-arcsecond comparison.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Any other origins for 
white-light emission? 

Structures of the HXR and WL are 
very similar (length ~30”) 

→ Physically linked mechanisms 

Original accelerated e- energy of WL: 
    >50keV: Neidig (1989) etc. 
    >25keV: Fletcher et al. (2007) 
    >40keV: Watanabe et al. (2010) 

→ Can be explain by HXR energy 



WL & HXR emission height	
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G-band (Carlsson et al., 2007) 
Continuum	

50-100keV HXR 
(From Yohkoh events, 
Matsushita et al., 1992)	

50-100keV HXR@RHESSI 
(Kontar et al., 2008)	

100	

1000	 Thermalize 50-100keV 
electrons 
(density = 1013.5/cm3, 
  Neidig 1989)	

The data suggest a 
difference of more than 
500km between the 
emission sites. 

>900keV are needed to 
reach the photosphere 

(Neidig, 1989)	

(Martínez-Oliveros et al., 
2012)	

SDO/HMI WL	

30-80 keV HXR@RHESSI 
   (Martínez-Oliveros et al., 
                             2012)	



High Energy Proton Beams for WLFs	
Energy Transport Mechanisms 

for WLFs (Neidig, 1989) 
 

•  Heat conduction 
•  Electron beams 
•  High-energy proton beams 
•  Low-energy protons 
•  Irradiation by 1-8A X-rays 
•  Irradiation by 10-1030Å 

(EUV) emission 
•  Alfven waves 

1280 H.S. Hudson

Figure 3 Left, from Najita and Orrall (1970), shows cartoons suggesting (a) particle precipitation from a
“flare explosion” of some sort, and (b) precipitation from a trapping region (e.g. Elliot, 1969). Right, proton
ranges and the heights of formation of the continuum in a standard model atmosphere, from Švestka (1970).

Melrose, 1977). The lower-energy non-thermal electrons must be more relevant, I thought,
because of the enormous energy implied by the inefficiency (∼1/E) of the bremsstrahlung
cross-section at the lower energies. As had been noted by many (e.g. Brown, 1971), this
simple calculation implied that the main flare energy release might well start out as 10-keV
electrons; colleague and good friend Bob Lin would often describe this as “about 50 %”
of the total flare energy (Lin and Hudson, 1976), but really the observations would allow
more than 100 %, considering uncertainties. The details of the energy partition remain an
issue. Figure 3 shows sketches from the inspirational papers of Najita and Orrall, and of
Švestka.

My contribution here was a hand-waving theoretical one. We had the problem that the
10 – 100 keV electrons, though they may have contained most of the flare energy, did not
have enough range to penetrate through the solar atmosphere to the photosphere, where pre-
sumably the white-light flare formed. The solution (I thought) was to produce the white
light via recombination radiation or enhanced H− continuum actually in the chromosphere
at the stopping depth of (say) a 10-keV electron that had been accelerated in the corona.
The mechanism I figured out to do this involved what I thought of as “non-thermal ion-
ization,” but which might more accurately be described as a departure of the electron dis-
tribution function from “local thermodynamic equilibrium” (LTE) under extremely intense
energy deposition. As a physicist, rather than a trained astronomer, I had no knowledge of
radiative-transfer theory, but you learn fastest on the job! The resulting paper was widely ig-
nored, if not severely criticized, but finally proper theoretical work confirmed its feasibility
(Aboudarham and Hénoux, 1987; Zharkova and Kobylinskii, 1993). The problem was that
I could not do the detailed atomic-physics and RT work, and so I resorted to the “specific
ionization approximation” used by nuclear physicists (Fermi, 1950). In a neutral gas, the
ionization rate turns out to require on the order of 30 eV of collisional losses, per ion pair,
almost independent of the elemental constitution of the gas. This approximation captures all
of the complicated cross-sections involved in both the primary and the secondary ionization
processes. I argued that if one applied this approximation, one could show that a layer of

10MeV	

100MeV	

1MeV	

The heights of formation of the 
continuum (τ=1@5000Å) and proton 
penetration depth (Švestka 1970)	

>20MeV protons can penetrate 
to the photosphere. (Švestka 1970) 
 

Evidence of ion acceleration:	
•  Solar neutrons 
•  Line γ-rays (2.2MeV neutron capture, 12C, 16O, 20N lines, etc.)	



>M-class events from 
Jan 2011 to Feb 2016	

719 
events	

Statistical study of white-light flares 

Hinode Flare Catalogue 
(Watanabe et al., 2012) 

SOT/RGB data exists	

WL	 NWL	

(5X, 47M) (11X, 38M) 

101 
events	

52 
events	

49 
events	

>1MeV emission 
@RHESSI and/or Fermi/GBM 

 

•  2012 Oct 23 X1.8 flare 
•  2015 Jun 25 M7.9 flare	

RHESSI data exists	

WL	 NWL	

(6X, 12M) (2X, 9M) 

29 
events	

11 
events	

18 
events	

Flare mode observation 
(SOT/RGB data exists) 

+ 
HMI continuum 

Obs. flare impulsive phase 
with >50keV HXR emission 



2012 Oct 23  White-light flare 
GOES: 03:13 – 03:21 – 03:17UT  S13E58  X1.8	

•  White-light enhancements can be seen almost at the same 
location as the Ca II H ribbons. 

•  RHESSI and Fermi/GBM observe >1MeV γ-ray emissions 



2012 Oct 23  White-light flare 
RHESSI  HXR & γ-ray	

•  RHESSI showed high energy 
emission (800-7000keV range). 

•  No clear evidence of 2.2MeV. 

HESSI Observing Summary Count Rates, Corrected

03:16 03:18 03:20 03:22 03:24
Start Time (23-Oct-12 03:15:02)
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12 - 25 keV
25 - 50 keV
50 - 100 keV
100 - 300 keV
300 - 800 keV
800 - 7000 keV
7000 - 20000 keV

2208-2218keV 
2218-2228keV 
2228-2238keV	



2012 Oct 23  White-light flare 
Fermi/GBM  HXR & γ-ray	

•  Fermi/GBM showed high energy 
emission (>1MeV). 

•  No clear evidence of 2.2MeV. 



2012 Oct 23  White-light flare 
HXR & gamma-ray spectra	

•  No clear 2.2MeV line → buried in electron bremsstrahlung? 
•  Flux = 4.4 photons/s/cm2/keV around 2.2MeV @RHESSI 
•  Try to calculate proton flux @ 2012 Oct 23 flare 
•  2.2MeV line strength adopt to accelerated ion composition, 

atmospheric model, flare location, and so on… 

RHESSI	 Fermi/GBM	



Ion acceleration & 
propagation model 

(Hua et al., 2002) 

– Physical parameters – 
•  loop length 
•  pitch-angle scattering 
•  magnetic convergence 
•  ambient composition 
•  atmospheric model 
•  flare heliocentric angle 

– Acceleration parameters – 
•  acceleration release time  
  history 
•  spectrum 
  (power-law spectral index) 
•  accelerated ion composition 



2012 Oct 23  White-light flare 
Accelerated ion flux and energy 

moving parallel to the surface depend on the amount of material
the neutrons encounter. The higher density of the RHESSI/Avrett
model at the higher elevations results in a faster decay of the time
history for fan-beam distributions. This can be seen in Figure 17f,
where we show time histories calculated for the Avrett and the
RHESSI/Avrett atmospheres. Here we assume ! ¼ 0:2 and k ¼
1000, which results in a fan beam angular distribution (see Fig. 3c).
For the other parameters, accelerated"/proton ¼ 0:5, 3He/H ¼
3:7 ; 10"5, and #obs ¼ 75#.

Where neutrons are formed in the loop does not depend on
loop length (see x 2.3.3), so the time required for neutrons to sub-
sequently thermalize and be captured also does not depend on
loop length. The only effect of loop length on the neutron-capture
line time history is due to the time dependence of the neutron
production itself (see x 2.3.1).We find that, unless the loop is quite
long ($80,000 km), the effect is limited to only the first 10Y30 s,
producing a slight delay of the neutron-capture time history in-
creasing to $30 s with increasing loop length. After about 30 s,
the capture line time history is unaffected.

2.4.4. Effective Energies of the Accelerated Ions
Producing Gamma Rays and Neutrons

In the previous sections we have explored the dependences of
the various measurable quantities of flare emissions on the accel-
eration and physical parameters. When deriving these parame-
ters from measured observables, it is important to be aware that
each observable is sensitive only to a unique range of accelerated
ion energies. For example, when deriving spectral indexes from
measured line fluence ratios, the effective ion energies relevant
to the 16O/20Ne ratio are much lower than those relevant to the
neutron capture/12C line ratio. In this section we determine the
effective ion energy ranges responsible for the various products
of nuclear reactions.

The main factor determining the effective energy range for a
nuclear reaction is the cross section, but the shape of the acceler-
ated ion spectrum can be important. Steep spectra can shift the
emphasis to lower energies and vice versa. For thin target inter-
actions, only the cross section and spectrum are relevant. As a
general rule, only ions with energies where the cross section is
significant contribute to thin target interactions. For thick target
interactions, however, even ions with high energies where cross
sections are often small also contribute, since they can lose energy
and then interact where the cross section is significant.

Using our nuclear production computer codes we have cal-
culated the yields of deexcitation lines, escaping neutron spec-
tra and the neutron capture line for monoenergetic accelerated
ions. For the deexcitation lines we include all spallation reactions
leading to the excited nuclei. We show in Figure 18 monoener-
getic ion yields for the 1.634 MeV 20Ne line and the 2.223 MeV
neutron capture line. The composition of the accelerated particles
is that given in Table 2, and the yields are normalized to one pro-
ton at the given energy. Accelerated ions heavier than He contrib-
ute to the neutron capture line, but for the deexcitation lineswe are
only considering accelerated proton and" particle direct reactions
producing the narrow lines. For the neutron capture line calculation,
we assumed k ¼ 300, ! ¼ 0:2, 3He/H ¼ 3 ; 10"5, and #obs ¼
75#. The effect of the depth distribution of the production and
subsequent attenuation of the 2.223 MeV photons has been taken
into account. Because of the thick target assumption, we see that
ions of several hundred MeV nucleon"1 are very effective in pro-
ducing the Ne line even though the cross section at those energies
is small (see Kozlovsky et al. 2002).

While we do not discuss in detail the production of positrons
in this paper, the positron annihilation line is an important addi-
tional diagnostic for flare parameters. We also show in Figure 18
positron yields for monoenergetic ions and emphasize that these
yields are for positrons, not the subsequent annihilation photons.
The assumed accelerated 3He/4He ratio is 1.0. The structure ap-
parent in this curve deserves discussion. The enhancement at
high ion energies (>300MeV nucleon"1) is due to positrons from
the decay of positively charged pionswhose production cross sec-
tions have very high threshold energies (Murphy et al. 1987). The
enhancement at low energies (less than $5 MeV nucleon"1) is
due to positrons from the decay of radioactive nuclei produced by
accelerated 3He reactions, which can have large cross sections at
very low energies (Kozlovsky et al. 2004). The yield at interme-
diate energies is due to positrons from the decay of radioactive nu-
clei produced by accelerated protons and "-particles with heavier
elements and their inverse reactions (Kozlovsky et al. 1987).

The differential accelerated ion kinetic energy spectrum gives
the number of ions per unit energy at each energy. To deter-
mine the effective ion energies for a particular ion spectrum, we
weight the monoenergetic yields calculated above with the given
spectrum. As an example, we show in Figure 19 the differen-
tial yield of the O line as a function of accelerated ion energy
for power-law spectra with indexes of 3 and 5 and accelerated
"/proton ¼ 0:5. We show the separate contributions to the line

Fig. 18.—1.634 MeV 20Ne deexcitation line, 2.223 MeV neutron capture
line and positron yields per accelerated proton of given energy. For the Ne line,
the yield is total photons, for the neutron capture line, the yield is photons sr"1 at
heliocentric angle #obs ¼ 75#, and for positrons, the yield is total positrons.

Fig. 19.—Yield of the 6.129 MeV 16O line weighted by accelerated ion
power-law spectra with indexes s ¼ 3 and 5. The contribution to the line from
accelerated protons and "-particles are separately shown.
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 - Acceleration parameters – 
•  release time history : – 
•  accelerated ion composition : 
   α/p=0.5, 3He/4He=1 
•  power-law spectral index : – 

 

 - Physical parameters – 
•  flare loop length : – 
•  pitch-angle scattering : λ= 300 
•  magnetic convergence : δ= 0.2 
•  ambient composition :  
   coronal (He/H=0.1, Ne/O=0.25) 
•  atmospheric model : Avrett, 1981 
•  flare heliocentric angle : θobs = 75° 
                                     (S18 E58) 
•  photospheric 3He/H : 3.7×10-5 

Murphy et al., 2007	

2.2MeV yield ratio: 
10-2 photons/sr @ 100MeV 

↓ 
Total ion energy: 
1.6×1028 erg/s 

↑ 
Same order of WL & HXR 

emissions	



k1	

k2	

k3	

k4	

k5	

RHESSI: 35-100keV 
To compare the WL ribbons 

with the RHESSI HXR, we only 
use detectors #1-4.	

Hinode: Red	

k1 
 
k2 
 
k3 
 
k4 
 
k5	

2012 Oct 23  White-light flare 
Hinode/SOT red & RHESSI HXR 



RHESSI: 25-50keV	
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RHESSI: 35-100keV 
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2012 Oct 23  White-light flare 
Hinode/SOT red & RHESSI HXR 



RHESSI: 50-100keV	
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RHESSI: 35-100keV 
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2012 Oct 23  White-light flare 
Hinode/SOT red & RHESSI HXR 

index: -3.4 
 

-3.7 
 

-3.2 
 

-4.1 
 

-4.0	



2012 Oct 23  White-light flare 
Hinode/SOT red & RHESSI HXR 

k1	

k2	

k3	

k4	

k5	 k1:+ k2:◇ k3:△ k4:□ k5:×	

3:15:17UT 
3:15:37UT 
3:15:57UT 

WL	

H
XR

	

•  Relationship between total energy of WL & accelerated e- 
•  Proportional relationship can be seen. 
•  When we use 40keV for the lower energy cutoff, the total 

energy of accelerated electrons becomes the same as the 
total energy of white-light emission. 



>M-class events from 
Jan 2011 to Feb 2016	

719 
events	

Statistical study of white-light flares 

Hinode Flare Catalogue 
(Watanabe et al., 2012) 

SOT/RGB data exists	

WL	 NWL	

(5X, 47M) (11X, 38M) 

101 
events	

52 
events	

49 
events	

>1MeV emission 
@RHESSI and/or Fermi/GBM 

 

•  2012 Oct 23 X1.8 flare 
•  2015 Jun 25 M7.9 flare	

RHESSI data exists	

WL	 NWL	

(6X, 12M) (2X, 9M) 

29 
events	

11 
events	

18 
events	

Flare mode observation 
(SOT/RGB data exists) 

+ 
HMI continuum 

Obs. flare impulsive phase 
>50keV HXR emission 



SOT-blue high cadence observation of WLF 
2015/06/25 08:02UT M7.9 

The first Blue-cont. rich 
observation by Hinode 

GOES X-rays
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GOES X-rays
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SOT-blue high cadence observation of WLF 

2015/06/25 08:02UT M7.9 

Night	SAA	 RHESSI 
info	

The first Blue-cont. rich 
observation by Hinode 
 

 - No RHESSI data 
  (No SUZAKU data) 
 

Fermi/GBM observed 
hard X-ray from the Sun	



•  Fermi/GBM showed high energy 
emission (>1MeV). 

•  Small evidence of 2.2MeV... 
•  Intensity is very small. 

SOT-blue high cadence observation of WLF 
                                      2015/06/25 08:02UT M7.9 
                                      Fermi/GBM  HXR & γ-ray	485-1019keV 
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GOES X-ray	

Fermi/GBM 
50-100keV	

Hinode/SOT 
blue continuum	

SOT-blue high cadence observation of WLF 
2015/06/25 08:02UT M7.9 

White-Light emissions are well correlated with hard X-ray and 
radio emissions (Location & Profile) → Non-thermal electrons 

There is a time lag of emission peak ~20 sec 



Discussion & Summary 
WLF with γ-ray emissions on 2012 Oct 23  
 
 

•  No clear evidence of 2.2MeV emission. 
•  Accelerated ion energy: ~ 1028 erg 
      → We couldn’t reject ions as the origin of WL 
 

•  WL and HXR emissions occurred at almost the 
same location. 

•  Peak of HXR is a little bit earlier than the peak 
of WL. (← ~20sec @ 2015 Jun 25 event) 

•  Relationship between WL and HXR emission is 
proportional. 

      → WL can be explain by >40keV acc. e- 

k1	

k2	

k3	

k4	

k5	

•  If we observe the position difference of 
HXR and 2.2MeV γ-ray emissions with WL 
enhancements, we can determine the 
origin of WL emissions. 

L94 HURFORD ET AL. Vol. 644

TABLE 1
RHESSI Neutron-Capture Line Events

Parameter 2003 October 28 2003 October 29 2003 November 2 2002 July 23

GOES class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X17 X10 X8 X4.8
Optical location (deg) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S16, E08 S15, W02 S14, W56 S13, E72
Time range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11:06:20–11:29:40a 20:43–21:00 17:16–17:29 00:27:20–00:43:20b
2223 ! 5 keV counts in RMCs 6, 9 . . . . . . . . 2280, 1643 463, 313 781, 557 336, 240
2223 ! 5 keV background countsc . . . . . . . . . . 316, 280 130, 125 121, 118 85, 73
Relative visibility for RMC 6d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.91 ! 0.2e … 0.76 ! 0.26 1.61 ! 0.45
Relative visibility for RMC 9d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.82 ! 0.10 1.28 ! 0.28 0.84 ! 0.15 1.28 ! 0.26
Expected relative visibility for RMC 9f . . . . . . 0.90 1.0 0.98 1.0
2.223 MeV source FWHM (arcsec)g . . . . . . . . . !30h !94 !44 !22

a Decay phase only.
b Expanded since Hurford et al. (2002).
c Inferred from nearby continuum.
d Ratio of imaged to spatially integrated counts.
e Includes both sources.
f Based on the RMC 6 image.
g 2 j upper limits, assuming a Gaussian profile.
h Each component.

Fig. 1.—Gamma-ray light curves for the 2003 October 28 event from
RHESSI and INTEGRAL/SPI. The INTEGRAL data, adapted from Kiener et
al. (2006), are shown in the top curve and two lowest curves. The top curve
is the dead-time–corrected shield count rate that responds to 1150 keV photons.
The other curves have been corrected for pre- or postflare levels of background.
Line fluences have been corrected for continuum emission. For clarity, the
ordinate for each curve has been shifted by an arbitrary factor.

Fig. 2.—Overlay of the 50%, 70%, and 90% contours of 35! resolution
gamma-ray images made with RMCs 6!9 on a TRACE 195 image of theÅ
October 28 flare. The red plus signs indicate 200–300 keV footpoint locations
for successive adjacent intervals of 100, 120, 180, and 240 s beginning at
11:06:20. The X and Y heliographic offsets are positive west and north of Sun
center.

eliminates potential systematic errors that might compromise
comparisons. Integration times for the 2.223 MeV images were
delayed by 100 s so that the electron-bremsstrahlung and
gamma-ray line images would correspond to the same primary
particle interaction times, although in practice this refinement
made no noticeable difference. Where statistics warranted, the
CLEAN algorithm (Högbom 1974) was also used on corre-
sponding images to improve sidelobe suppression with no ef-
fect on feature location.

2.1. 2003 October 28 Event

INTEGRAL/SPI observations (Kiener et al. 2006; see our
Fig. 1) show that the time profiles of the prompt C and O de-
excitation lines (4.4 and 6.1 MeV) and hard X-rays (1150 keV)
are closely similar, while the 2.223 MeV profile is delayed by
the characteristic ∼100 s neutron thermalization time. The
RHESSI observations begin about 4 minutes after event onset,
and they display a smooth exponential decay lasting at least
five ∼280 s e-folding times for the 2.223 MeV line, while the
0.2–0.3 MeV band, dominated by electron bremsstrahlung, has

a time profile similar to the 1150 keV INTEGRAL/SPI hard
X-ray profile.
RHESSI’s 35! resolution maps at 0.2–0.3 MeV and at

2.223 MeV (Fig. 2) are both dominated by two compact sources
of comparable intensity (fluence ratio of ) separated by1.0! 0.4
∼80! and straddling the arcade of loops in the TRACE image. The
electron-bremsstrahlung sources, however, are displaced by 14!
and 17! ! 5! from the 2.223 MeV sources.
With integration times of 1540 s, the images time-average

over any footpoint motions. Because of the exponential decay,
however, emission in the first few minutes of the interval dom-
inates. For the 0.2–0.3 MeV band, representative locations of
the peaks of footpoint locations obtained with shorter time
resolutions are indicated by the red plus signs in Figure 2. The
general trend was for the east and west footpoints to increase
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